Simulations of three-dimensional dendritic growth using a coupled thermo-solutal phase-field model
There are some problems within science that, due to their complexity, intrinsic interest, and/or practical application, endure for many years or even decades. One such is dendritic growth, this being one of the prime examples in nature of spontaneous pattern formation in a diffusively controlled system. Even the seemingly simple question of making quantitative prediction of the characteristic length scale for a growing dendrite has been proved to be beyond all orders of perturbation theory. 1 The origins of the problem can be traced back to the pioneering work of Ivantsov, 2 who showed that in the absence of surface energy the shape preserving solution for a solid growing into its undercooled (or supersaturated) parent liquid is a paraboloid of revolution. However, the Ivantsov solution is degenerate in which it relates the product of the growth velocity, V, and the tip radius, q, to the undercooling of the parent melt, via the Peclet number, Pe qV/(2D), where D is the diffusivity in the melt. Specifically, the undercooling is related to the Peclet number by the complimentary error function in 2-dimensions and the exponential integral function in 3-dimensions. In contrast, it is always observed experimentally that, for a given physical system, unique values of V and q can be associated with given values of the undercooling. Numerous models have subsequently been proposed to break the degeneracy, including growth at the extremum 3 and various models based upon the stability of the growing dendrite, 4 giving rise to theory of growth at marginal stability. 5 Marginal stability theory makes a number of predictions that have become the "received wisdom" in solidification theory, including that with increasing undercooling the radius of curvature at the tip of an alloy dendrite first passes through a local minimum (as growth moves from solutal control at high solute Peclet number to thermal control at low thermal Peclet number), and then it passes through a local maximum at high thermal Peclet number. However, it has been shown using boundary integral methods that it is the surface energy and specifically the anisotropy in the surface energy that breaks this degeneracy. 6 In fact, the growth of dendrites is not possible in isotropic media, contrary to the predictions of marginal stability theory in which anisotropy is absent. These boundary integral methods have subsequently been developed by a number of authors (e.g., Refs. 1 and 7) into microscopic solvability theory, whereby analytical solutions can be obtained for dendrites growing under the control of a single diffusing species (either heat or solute). In tandem with this has been the development of numerical methods for simulating dendritic morphologies, particularly phase-field methods. Consequently, computational simulation of dendrites under thermal 8 or solute-only control 9 is now a routine, as is the quantitative prediction of characteristic length scales and growth velocities. However, for dendrites growing under coupled thermo-solutal control, as will occur in alloy systems unless the solidification rate is vanishingly small, computational results are sparse.
Quantitative phase-field methods for the coupled thermo-solutal problem have been developed by Ramirez and co-workers, 10 ,11 but such simulations are computationally challenging due to the multi-scale nature of the problem. Consequently, the simulations presented in Refs. 9 and 12 were restricted to 2-dimensions and for the most part to Lewis number, Le ¼ 40. Here, the Lewis number is the ratio of thermal to solutal diffusivity and defines the multi-scale nature of the problem. In contrast, for most metals, which are the most common material to display dendritic solidification, Le is typically around 10 000. By applying a range of advanced numerical techniques, Rosam et al. 13 were able to extend the applicability of the model demonstrating that simulations at Le of order 10 000 were feasible 14 in 2-dimensions. However, it is well known that 2-dimensional solidification is quantitatively different from 3-dimensional solidification. Moreover, experimental determination of 17 opening up the feasibility of direct comparison between dendrite growth velocities computed via phase-field simulations with those measured in undercooled liquid metals. Here, we present the first complete data sets for such coupled thermo-solutal simulations of 3-dimensional rapid dendritic growth.
The model we use, along with the computational methods employed, is discussed in detail in Ref. 17 . Briefly, nonequilibrium thermodynamic modelling of alloy solidification exploits the quantitative phase field model as developed in Ref. 10 , which optimally minimises the total free energy in time whilst conserving solute concentration. Heat flow is modelled by a temperature diffusion equation with a heat source at the solidifying liquid-solid interface. The "thininterface" formulation 12 is used wherein quantitative valid results, independent of the interface width, are obtained. To give a concise description of the model, we define the dimensionless energy functional
and cubic anisotropy A ½1 À 3 þ 4ðn
z Þ, where ½n x ; n y ; n z r/=jr/j. Then the field equations we use, derived in Ref. 10 , are given by
with the functions used above are given by
Initial and boundary conditions are given in Ref. 17 as is the efficient evaluation of Eq. (3). The phase / 2 ½À1; 1 represents bulk liquid at / ¼ À1 and bulk solid at / ¼ 1; and thus, the solidification front is defined by the 2-dimensional surface in the 3-dimensional domain where / ¼ 0. Physical temperature and alloy concentration are recovered, respectively, from
The material constants introduced in the above are the equilibrium partition coefficient, k E c S /c L and Mc 1 Àmc 1 ð1 À k E Þ=ðL=C P Þ. The product, Mc 1 , represents the scaled concentration of the starting alloy in the liquid state. In the simulations presented below, we use Mc 1 ¼ 0.05, corresponding to a relatively dilute alloy. As an example, if we were to consider the Ni-Cu system, which displays a singlephase solid solution over the whole composition range and has therefore been the subject of numerous experimental undercooling studies, 16, 18 Mc 1 ¼ 0.05 corresponds to c $ 17 wt. % Cu at the Ni-rich end (with jmj ¼ 2:5 K=wt:% at this concentration) or c $ 6 wt. % Ni at the Cu-rich end (with jmj ¼ 6:0 K=wt:% at this concentration). Table I defines values used in the simulations and Table II gives a glossary of symbols not defined in the text.
In the absence of existing published data on coupled thermo-solutal simulations in 3-dimensions, the following validation regime has been adopted: parabolic radius of curvature, q para (i.e., the radius of curvature of a parabola fitted to the downstream region of the dendrite), being considered more appropriate for this purpose. As q para is always larger than q, for ¼ 0.02, typically by 25%-30% (Ref. 25) , the higher values of Pe resulting from using q para lead to significantly better agreement between D and D Iv . Having validated our simulation capability, we now present a comparison of 2D and 3D results for different Lewis numbers and undercooling. Figures 1 and 2 show the growth velocity, V, and radius of curvature, q, at the tip as a function of undercooling, The simulations follow, as would be broadly expected from comparison of the analytical solutions for 2-and 3-dimensional growth for a single diffusing species, a more rapid 3-dimensional growth. Similarly, from 2-dimensional simulations, as expected, the 3-dimensional growth velocity also increases with increasing Le. Experimentally In 2 dimensions, the tip radius, q, displays a minimum with increasing undercooling, a feature which is also observed in the 3-dimensional simulations. With increasing Lewis number, the minimum value of q increases while the position of the minimum moves to lower undercooling, a behaviour that is apparent in both the 2-and 3-dimensional datasets. In a similar fashion, if we compare the 2-and 3-dimensional datasets at fixed Lewis number, the minimum value of q increases and the position of the minimum moves to lower undercooling. Despite these qualitative similarities in behaviour, the 2-and 3-dimensional data sets are sufficiently different that there does not appear to be any simple way of quantitatively estimating the velocity or tip radius for a dendrite growing in 3 dimensions from a 2-dimensional simulation, necessitating the use of a full 3-dimensional simulation to determine these quantities. In compensation, the 3-dimensional domain is smaller due to the reduced temperature boundary layer. Also, a particular qualitative feature, found in 3-dimensions, is that q as a function of time achieves just one maximum before settling to a minimum at steady state, see Ref. 17 . This is contrasted at low undercoolings in 2-dimensions (D < 0.4, at both Lewis numbers), where q exhibits a second maximum appearing much later than the minimum (with consequent substantial 2-dimensional simulation time).
Although both the 2-and 3-dimensional datasets show a minimum with increasing undercooling, neither shows a maximum. This observation has previously been noted with some surprise in relation to the 2-dimensional data 13 given its prediction by marginal stability 5 and its accepted status within solidification theory. The fact that this trend is now seen to be reproduced for 3-dimensional growth, albeit at still rather modest Le, perhaps makes it more likely that the occurrence of a local maximum in q with increasing undercooling is not as ubiquitous as suggested by marginal stability theory.
In discussing the breaking of the degeneracy in the solution for dendritic growth and the prediction of the dendrite tip radius, another parameter is often introduced: the stability parameter, r * d 0 /(qPe). Knowledge of r * , together with Pe, which can be calculated analytically, allows the unique determination of V and q. In marginal stability theory, 4,5 r * is assumed to be constant wherein, as discussed above, the occurrence of both a local minimum and a local maximum in q with increasing undercooling is predicted. In contrast, microscopic solvability theory 1, 7 reveals that in the limit of vanishing Peclet number an equation similar to that arising from stability arguments is recovered, but with a radius selection parameter, r * , that varies as
7=4
. Furthermore, it has also been shown 11, 19 that r * for alloy systems varies with both undercooling and alloy concentration, c, with the available experimental evidence tending to confirm the latter, 27 and a good agreement with analytical solutions being found in the limits Le ! 1 and c ! 0. The variation of r * for the simulations reported in this work is shown in Fig. 3 , although here we have plotted this as a function of Pe, rather than D, wherein an approximate exponentially decreasing trend is revealed.
It is this decrease of r * with increasing Pe (or equivalently D) that prevents a local maximum in q being observed. However, the feature which is most readily apparent from the figure is the very clear distinction between the 2-and 3-dimensional data. This reinforces the view that quantitative 2-dimensional data are likely to be a very poor model for 3-dimensional behaviour and that full 3-dimensional simulations are therefore likely to be needed to obtain quantitative information about dendritic growth in 3-dimensions. However, the variation of r * with either Le or D appears relatively predictable, meaning that interpolation of results, in any given dimension, between computed undercoolings (or Lewis numbers) may be feasible as it is generally possible to estimate the Peclet number from the undercooling via the exponential integral (or, in 2-dimensions, the complimentary error function). This in turn means that relatively small numbers of computationally intensive simulations may be required, even where large experimental data sets are being fitted.
